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ZELLERS LIMITED 
“A Canadian Chain of Thrift Stores” 

For Men’s Wear at Low Cost 
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COMBINE ECONOMY WITH SMARTNESS 

SHOP AT ZELLERS 37 Wyndham Street 

MARSHALL'S FOR Toiletries 
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receive the best in professional ser¬ 

vice, quality and comfort. 

W. T. Patterson, R.O. 
(TAIT OPTICAL CO.) 
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(Optical Instruments of all Types) 
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QUALITY CLEANING 
at REASONABLE COST 

Members of the Dairy industry know that Wyandotte Products clean 
clean, that they are economical to use and that they are uniform and 
dependable. 

And why should this be true? 

More than thirty years of experience devoted solely to making specializ¬ 
ed cleaners has clearly shown the makers of Wyandotte Products what is 
needed to secure dairy cleanliness. 
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All this assures you that Wyandotte Cleaning Products will continue to 
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MILL 
YOUR 
OWN 
FEEDS 

and SAVE MONEY 
Save up to 25% on feed costs by using a MASSE Y-H ARRIS 

HAMMER MILL. 

Easy to operate, simple to understand, and now selling at 

especially attractive prices. 

With one of these mills you can quickly, easily and cheaply 

prepare rations for your stock from home grown grains and 

roughages. 

MASSEY-HARRIS HAMMER MILLS have a strong steel case, 

heavy duty ball bearings, a powerful fan, and give great 

capacity at comparatively low speeds. 

— Write Your Nearest Branch For Folder — 

MASSEY-HARRIS COMPANY, Limited 
ESTABLISHED i8jj 

Toronto, Montreal, Moncton, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, 

Saskatoon, Swift Current, Yorkton, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver 
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THE question of Christmas versus Spring elections is not a new 

one at the College, but it is one that would bear some further 

examination in an effort to establish an uniform system for all societies, 

and at the same time a system having as many advantages and as few 

faults as possible. 

It is usually agreed that from the standpoint of the student, 

especially those in their Senior year, the term of office should end at 

Christmas. From the society viewpoint, however, such a system, 

especially when a perfectly “green’’ executive is thoughtlessly put into 

office, is undesirable as it tends to give the organization concerned a 

setback at a time when it should be functioning at its best. 

Although any new executive is faced with difficult tasks of organ¬ 

ization upon assuming office, those elected at Christmas have a great 

advantage in that their work has already been planned to some extent 

by their predecessors. Under the present system of elections, however, 

this advantage is frequently offset by the fact that there is seldom a 

connecting link between the originators of the plan and those who are 

to carry it out. and further that the new executive in many cases, lacks 

an experienced leader to put the programme over properly. If a link 

between the old and new executives were established, students could 

retire from office at the end of the calendar year without leaving the 

societies entirely at the mercy of an inexperienced staff. 
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As a step toward this end it is suggested that the general elections 

take place at the close of the fall term, at which time all executives 

would change. The election would be for all offices but that of the 

presidents, whose places would automatically be filled by the promotiorl 

of the vice-presidents. Needless to say great care would be required in 

the selection of these men, but with a certain amount of restriction to 

the nomination of the vice-presidents, there would be little likelihood 

of an inefficient man getting into office. 

Such a system would meet with the approval of all students, past 

or present who have carried any amount of extra-curricular until 

the very shadow of examination time. It would be to the advantage 

of the societies in providing them with capable leadership throughout 

the year. It is a suggestion; your comment is requested. 

THE editor wishes to take this opportunity to thank all those who 

have so generously supported the Review during the past year. The 

excellent co-operation given by the staff and outside contributers has 

made the task of editing this magazine a fairly pleasant one, and it is 

felt that the same encouraging support will be enjoyed by Mr. George 

C. Trenaman and his excellent staff as they take over their duties for 

1934. 

THE REVIEW 

Wishes Its Readers 

Very Merry Christmas 

and a 

Happy New Year 
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The Influence of Live Stock 
Judging Contests 

Bronze Medal Essay in the 1933 Saddle and Sirloin Club 
Competition 

by George C. McLaren ’35 

WHY is it that live stock judging contests have such a great influence 

on the agriculture of the world? Why is it that this influence has 

made itself felt in the history of all our breeds of live stock? The judging 

of live stock is one of the most important phases of modern agricultural 

practice; it controls the trends in live stock breeding and it is of vital 

interest to general farmer and pure-bred breeder alike. Small wonder 

then that Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs, Junior Farmer Clubs and many 

other organizations sponsoring live stock judging contests, have sprung 

up on all sides within the last decade. 

Live stock judging contests not only give the contestants an 

intimate knowledge of the finer points of the various types of animals 

but they rapidly develop the faculties of the youthful judges. Judging, 

in competition or otherwise, requires acute powers of observation, good 

judgment and a fair amount of confidence, while the giving of reasons 

provides excellent training in expression and tends to develop aggressive¬ 

ness. On the whole these contests foster a real spirit of sportsmanship 

and good-will which will be a valuable asset in any walk of life. 

POWER TO OBSERVE IS DEVELOPED 

Who can say that the development of the power to observe is not 

of prime importance to any young person? Regardless of his occupation 

and regardless of his other talents, the man without well-developed 

powers of observation is completely and hopelessly lost. Live stock 

judging in any form, contest or otherwise, cannot but develop the 

powers of observation because here it is necessary not only to look at 

the animals but to observe them intelligently if anything like a correct 

placing is to be hoped for. The judge, experienced or not, must view 

the animals from every angle; must observe general contour and minute 

details, glaring defects and obvious strong points. He can afford to 
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miss nothing, because omission of even the smallest point might lead to 

the reversing of a close decision. 

T he value of this practice in observation cannot be over-emphasized. 

Careful, critical observation will avoid many an error in judgment 

whether a man be in the live stock business or in the chemical labor¬ 

atory; in horticultural work or in the dairying industry. As our 

chemistry professor tells us, “If one observes carefully and correctly, 

then one has a good chance of eventually arriving at the proper con¬ 

clusions.’’ 

GOOD JUDGMENT REQUIRED 

Just where the dividing line between observation and judgment 

should come we are not prepared to say, but beyond a doubt good 

judgment and correct observation go hand in hand. If one observes 

properly he classifies as he observes, sifts out the salient factors from 

the petty details and balances the strong points against the weaknesses. 

It goes without saying that good judgment is of vital importance in 

a live stock judging competition, but that is not the only phase of life 

in which good judgment is necessary. How many of us realize that 

the success of anything we may undertake to do depends more on our 

own good judgment than on anything else? Nevertheless it is true, 

in the business or in the profession, in the city or on the farm, regardless 

of those unfortunate “circumstances” on which we are only too ready 

to lay the blame if a failure seems imminent. 

The power to express oneself clearly and convincingly, coved by all 

our politicians and business men but achieved by all too few of them, is 

not to be acquired in a moment. The old copybook adage, “Practice 

makes perfect,” was never more true than in the case of learning to 

speak clearly and fluently. We must speak, and speak, and speak again 

if we are to achieve that ease and nonchalance which we envy so much. 

Not only must we speak frequently but we must learn to give our 

speeches on the briefest notice, or better still, without warning or pre¬ 

paration of any kind. 

Since from thiry to fifty per cent, of the mark in any live stock 

judging contest is given on reasons, it is quite certain that here one must 

find ample opportunity to express oneself. One is also afforded a 

variety in audience, since it may be necessary to give reasons before a 

class of a hundred, a group of three or four, or a single judge. Regard¬ 

less of the size of the audience, the main end to strive towards is to be 

clear and convincing. The contestant who can convince the presiding 
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judge that there are good reasons for his placing, whether it be right or 

wrong, will invariably be well up in the final standing. 

Live stock judging affords a unique opportunity for expression in 

that the student or contestant is speaking with the purpose of proving 

to someone that his convictions are warranted. The reasons for his 

decision are quite plain to him and it remains only for him to advance 

these reasons clearly, concisely and convincingly, hence he can concen¬ 

trate on these points and he soon developes the ability to frame his 

thoughts easily and quickly into well-rounded sentences. With this 

point mastered a man is well on the way to becoming a fluent and 

forceful speaker. 

EFFECT ON PRACTICAL FARMING 

Since live stock judging cannot but help to teach true observation, 

to emphasize good judgment and to give opportunity for learning how 

toexpress one’s opinions fluently and convincingly, we cannot but realize 

that live stock judging contests will repay the youth for the time spent 

upon them even if he should never come in contact with a horse, a cow, 

a sheep, or a hog in his chosen occupation. What then must be the 

benefit of the live stock judging contest to the young man who becomes 

a farmer and more especially to the man who is afforded the opportun¬ 

ity to cater to his interest in pure-bred stock? To these men live stock 

judging is of paramount importance; to the young farmer because it 

enables him to choose intelligently a foundation for his farm herds and 

flocks; to the prospective live stock breeder because on his ability to 

judge stock will depend his income, his show-ring successes, and his 

ultimate success in breeding work. 

The young farmer who has frequently taken part in live stock 

judging contests has, with very little loss of time, obtained an education 

which will be of more use to him, in his particular sphere, than would 

a four or five year college course. Taking part in judging contests at 

the various county competitions and larger fairs has, over a period of 

years, a broadening effect comparable to that produced by extensive 

travel. Association with members of teams from other parts of the 

county and from different states and provinces gives one an idea of the 

opinions of live stock men in general and invariably tends to broaden 

the viewpoint of the youth. The various trips taken by young farmers 

actively engaged in live stock judging contests, not only to Chicago and 

Toronto, but to the various state and provincial fairs, are an education 

in themselves. 
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WIDE KNOWLEDGE ACQUIRED 

The judging contest not only leaves the contestant competent to 

choose the stock that will be most profitable for his purposes, but it 

gives him opportunity to observe, first hand, the most modern and 

progressive methods and equipment. In training for the judging con¬ 

tests at any of the larger fairs the teams are almost invariably taken to 

several of the most progressive farms and institutions available and have 

an opportunity of becoming familiar with the best types of the various 

breeds of stock. With this knowledge at his disposal a young man is 

well on the way to becoming a progressive and prosperous farmer de¬ 

spite the present much-vaunted depression. 

The influence of the judging contest on the young farmer is in¬ 

directly transmitted to the community in which he lives, because, since 

he has had an opportunity to do something which no one else in the 

community has done, all eyes will be focused upon him. As he forges 

ahead the other farmers in the community, realizing that he is reaping 

the benefits of the extra training which he has had, will follow his leads 

in modernizing their farming practices; they will seek to follow his 

advice in the selection of foundation stock; in short, they will improve 

the standards of farming in that community most surprisingly. Ex¬ 

amples of this may be found in almost any county in the United States 

or Canada and the most outstanding examples of all are the fine farm¬ 

ing communities just surrounding our agricultural colleges and other 

large progressive agricultural institutions. 

The young man who has had considerable experience in live stock 

judging contests must necessarily have in his mind an ideal of type and 

conformation with which to compare those he is judging in the contests. 

If this young man becomes owner, part-owner, or manager of a pure¬ 

bred herd, how can he but tend to breed towards that ideal? That 

ideal will always be uppermost in his mind whether choosing herd sires 

or young stock and slowly but surely his herd will approach that ideal 

more closely. If the young man has been a successful judge it follows 

that his ideal of type must have been a high one; hence it is only logical 

to suppose that breeding towards that ideal will considerably raise the 

standards of the particular breed in which he is interested. A few such 

enterprising young men will, in the course of time, make a great im¬ 

provement in the various breeds of live stock in any province or state, or 

indeed in any country. This is all the more possible because as these 

men make a name for themselves by their outstanding achievements 

they will be called upon to act as judges in the various show-rings, 

('Continued on page 179) 
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Sunday On The Farm 
by C. D. Hutchings ’35 

INKLE tinkle, tinkle, goes the alarm, announdng the hour of six 

1 o’clock in the morning to four sleepy men. It is Sunday morn¬ 

ing on the farm, hence the comparatively late hour. Tinkle, tinkle, 

ring, ring, ring, chimes the repeater, scarcely heard above the sonorous 

regularity of Dan’s snores, and the intermittent, gusty snorts issuing 

from William’s wide open mouth. With a final, petulant ting, the 

irreverent disturber of slumbers relapsed into its own slumberous and 

monotonous tick, tock, and simultaneously, with a deep groan, and a 

cataclysmic yawn, Joe reached out and shut off the “durn thing.” 

A half hour passed, and the sun was glaring through the open 

window, when suddenly, without any warning, Bert sprang out of 

the double bed, the covers of which William was expected to (but did 

not) share with him. With a terrific shout, calculated to awaken even 

the dead, but which did not at all disturb the other three occupants 

of the room, he began to dress. Performing incredible calisthenics, he 

managed to divest himself of his long and somewhat rumpled flan¬ 

nelette nightshirt and becoming thoroughly warmed up, he fought his 

way into his blue overalls, and finally, tingling from head to foot with 

the exercise, he hauled, with terrific tugs, the bed clothes from around, 

among and between the sleepers. 

The hubbub now became terrific, for, having failed to arouse them, 

Bert began to flail the recumbent forms with blows of a pillow, and 

the thuds mingled with his shouts and yells to create a dreadful din— 

with the only result, however, of causing Dan to open one eye and 

enquire the time. Downstairs, the boys’ father, old Mr. Griggs, was 

awakened by the uproar. Swearing in tones that were as mild and 

gentle as his words were hot and vituperative, the weak and quavering 

old man, silver haired and asthmatic, crawled out of bed and dressed 

himself prior to lighting the fire and putting the kettle to boil. Up¬ 

stairs, Bert had resourse to more drastic methods than he had hitherto 

employed. Muttering darkly, he placed a broad shoulder to a corner 

of the bed shared by Dan and Joe, and lifting, heaved with all his 

might. The bed went over with a fearful crash and immediately there 

followed the wreck of the second bed. Satisfied, Bert left the room 

and the threats and imprecations following him downstairs worried him 

not at all. 
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Working at top speed, Bert sorted out his own roomy footwear 

from the jumble beneath the sofa, and contrived to have them on and 

laced by the time that Dan appeared at the foot of the stairs, followed 

closely by the other two. From the comparative safety of the back 

door, Bert pointed significantly at the clock on the mantlepiece and 

dogging boots hurled vindicatively in his direction, urged the tardy 

three to greater speed; then he betook himself to the barn, followed 

shortly by the others, while the old man busied himself about getting 

breakfast ready. 

It was now seven o’clock standard time and it was the type of 

day to make a man’s heart glad—sunny, cloudless and invitingly 

drowsy, the sort of midsummer day on which one longs to lie in a 

hammock and read Alice in Wonderland. In spite of this, in spite 

of the drowsy notes of innumerable crickets, of the slumberous three- 

note repertoire of certain feathered songsters in the nearby orchard of 

knarled twisted old trees; in spite of even the already great heat of the 

day, these five strange beings, known among their fellow men as pro¬ 

fessionals of the agricultural industry, landholders, farmers, country¬ 

men, peasants, hicks, rubes or bumpkins, these terms varying from the 

first to the last mentioned according to the amount of intelligence and 

knowledge of the world possessed by their fellow men, whether great 

or small—these five men worked like demons for the next two hours 

in order that they might be at church at eleven o’clock. The old man 

swept, made beds, laid the table and prepared breakfast and the four 

young men attended to the wants and needs of some six hundred fatten¬ 

ing cockerels, several hundred pullets and mature hens, forty ravenous 

and uproarious hogs, twelve horses and twenty-seven cows and calves. 

The wants of these numbers of livestock differed considerably, calling 

for much expert attention ranging from the unconditional and some¬ 

what exasperated segregation of several enterprising young cockerels 

from among the flock of their nearest maternal ancestors, to the admin¬ 

istration of a drench to a shote that would get ill on a Sunday morning. 

At length, however, the work was done, breakfast was gobbled down 

and the old Star touring rattled down the lane with five miles to go 

and fifteen minutes to spare. 

With the disappearance of the car, peace seemed to settle down on 

the farm. The horses and cows had been turned out into the great 

pasture behind the barn, the latter to lie down with many a snort and 

sigh, to ruminate to their bovine hearts’ content, and the former to 

stand head to tail under a great elm tree, co-operating against their 

common enemies, the chin, nose and common botflies. Inside the barn, 
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where all had been bustle but a short while before, a stranger might 

have decided that the place was devoid of life. Careful listening, 

however, would bring to the ear the sound of low, contented snufflings 

and scarcely audible gruntings from the pigs’ quarters, and now and 

again the peculiar rattling noise caused by the switching of matted 

calves’ tails against the walls of pens, as these little beasts, so tempera¬ 

mental and yet possessed of such great equanimity, lay down to chew 

their cuds, and, happy in their calfhood, to sleep and enjoy the some¬ 

what milky dreams of bovine babyland, on full stomachs of alfalfa 

and calf meal, and now well curdled skimmilk. 

For several hours peace reigned supreme, until almost simultaneously 

with the returning rattle of the family car the pigs woke up, discovered 

that they were hungry, and demanded food, plenty of it, and quickly, 

demanded it singly, in twos and threes and in full, porcine chorus, with 

characteristic swinish impatience and bad manners. At noon, pigs and 

poultry must be attended to, though their co-partners in the rights of 

the barnyard, the horses and cows, were left to shift for themselves. 

After dinner, for several hours more quietness prevailed, the old 

man having retired to dream the dreams of approaching senile decay 

and the others having gone to sleep also, in various recumbent positions, 

one on the sofa, one across two chairs, a third prone on the floor and 

the fourth stretched at full length on the patch of grass before the 

front door. 

In a field of ripened oats, next the vegetable garden to the east of 

the house, the wind sent successive waves rolling along the almost whit¬ 

ened heads of grain. Across the fields, up the easy slope of the country¬ 

side could be seen, the patchwork-quilt effect that was nature’s dress 

at this season of the year; the yellow of ripened oats and barley, the 

creamy white of buckwheat stands, the rich chocolate hue of newly 

ploughed winter wheat fields; and the varying shades of green presented 

by pastures, seeding hays, recently cut grain fields with young clovers 

peeping above the stubble and the woodlots, copses and field borders, 

greens ranging from a pale yellow to a deep emerald. 

At four o’clock sharp, the five men miraculously sprang to life 

again and seemed to throw off all traces of sleep at once. In ten 

minutes a repetition of the morning’s programme was in full swing 

and by six o’clock the family was away to church once more. When 

the service was over, after having listened dutifully to a sermon on 

the “Seven Deadly Sins of Modern Life,’’ our five friends betook 

(Continued on page 164) 
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An Universal Question 
"Why Dance?” 

Some Interesting Sidelights on an Unanswerable Question from 

the Boston College Stylus 

by Mehevi O’Rioner 

Author’s Note: All names are fictitious, but not the incidents narrated. If 
you don’t like the pseudonym, make up one of your own. 

GENTLE reader, call dancing what you will. Call it the satisfaction 

of a primitive impulse, if you like; call it a natural means to sub¬ 

limate hetero-sexual consciousness, if you are a Freudian (inhibitions 

come from the liver, you know) ; call it damned jazz foolishness, if you 

are a tired business man in bad humour; call it a barrel of good, clean 

fun and I did a lot of it myself when I was a boy, if you are a tired 

business man in good humour; call it an active symbolism of the dual 

soul-yearning, if you are a disciple of Madame Blavatsky; call it having 

a good time, if you are a normal person. In short, dear reader, call 

dancing anything you please, as long as you admit that it is something 

in the objective order. 

I do not propose to write a scientific treatise on the art, for I am 

not learned enough for that, but to set down a few random observations 

and reminiscences, which are far more entertaining for me than for you, 

reader (because they are mine, not yours), but which might conceivably 

arouse some mild interest in some well-disposed soul or other. 

The high school I attended was non-coeducational, and dances were 

but two, which went by the orthodox titles of the Junior and Senior 

Prom—very cheap affairs where everything was in execrable taste, I 

used to tell myself, where a decent boy wouldn't bring a respectable 

girl. But the fact of the matter was I didn’t know how to dance, and 

even if I had, I knew no girls, respectable or otherwise, whom I would 

dare to ask to attend a dance with me. 

I must admit that while I was in elementary school I passed through 

the usual period of woman-deification, the object of my passion being 

a short-clipped, snub-nosed young lady (but rather pretty if I do say 

it myself) who sat three seats in front of me, and who wore woolen 
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underwear, the sleeves of which were neatly rolled up on her arms to 

a point just above her vaccination mark. (I realize now how easily 

I could abstract from this homely characteristic of my demi-goddess.) 

My acquaintance with Jenny was my first love-affair, although the only 

words between us were spoken within the respectable confines of school 

walls, and they all were reducible to the passionate intensity of, “Oh, 

cr, hello . . . Say, that math home lesson was awful, wasn’t it . . . uh 

huh . . . well, I think so. too ...” 

However impersonal in conversation, I was a veritable Sir Tristram 

in the confines of my mind, performing all sorts of valorous, though 

imaginative, deeds of derring-do on my lady’s behalf. And I used to 

pay her the tribute of walking past her house two or three times a week, 

carefully averting my gaze as I passed the sacred portals. 

To return from digression, however, Jenny had long since moved 

from the neighborhood and went I knew not whither. So, gentle 

reader, there ‘was no one whom I could or would have asked to the 

high school dances, even had I been able to conduct myself properly in 

a ballroom. 

But I realized that the time would eventually come when I should 

be compelled to learn to dance, if I were to take part in the normal 

social activities of fellow youth, of which dancing constituted an 

important portion. Replying to the appeal of newspaper advertisement, 

which assured the reader that he could master the art in its most dif¬ 

ficult ramifications, I went forthwith to the establishment of one 

Professor Digby and paid the requisite five dollars, small price, I 

thought, of initiation into the Eleusinian rites. 

Professor Digby turned out to be a greasy person, who owned a 

greasier ball-room patronized by the greasiest and most thoroughly 

dreadful people I had ever met. I well remember my agonized pawings 

and stampings, as, frantically clasping some ancient and berouged bel¬ 

dam to my bosom, I tried pathetically to follow the direction of the 

Professor who stood bawling one-two-three-fours, while a henna-haired 

spinster belaboured the piano. For five lessons, I travailled thus, 

despairing of ever mastering the impossible steps, and determining with 

every passing minute to flee the place at the earlist opportunity. But 

Fortune came to my rescue: she was the Professor’s first assistant, a 

slim, cool, hard young thing, who perpetually chewed gum, and who 

knew her business. This kindly creature, perceiving my earnest but 

fruitless attempts, took pity on me and came up to me on the evening 

of the sixth lesson with “Cummon, kid, let’s get in a corner and I’ll 
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showya how tuh step!” And show me she did, and with such 

successful results that I quit Professor Digby’s establishment, in supreme 

confidence of my ability to execute after a fashion one or two of the 

more primitive dance steps. 
* * * 

But alas, the usual pride before the usual fall! The truth is, 

reader, the memories of my first dance are still rather painful. I 

remember the commonplace details quite vividly. I had met Edith 

during the summer, and had been completely smitten; and not without 

reason, for she was a pretty blonde creature of sixteen with soft white 

skin and a poppy-red mouth. I had only seen the damsel two or three 

times, when I was thrilled to the marrow by a note which arrived at 

my house one autumn day, written in her dainty hand. 

Dear Mehevi: 

The young people of our Church are having an informal dance 

Friday night. If you would care to come, I’d love to have you. 

Edith. 

With an unquiet heart I presented myself at Edith’s door on the 

anticipated night, carefully washed and combed, and we set out for 

the dance on foot, for the church and the adjoining Young People’s 

Club were only a block or two away. We arrived to a gay and be¬ 

wildering throng of large children laughing and dancing and weaving 

through streamers of vari-colored confetti. Edith marched me up to 

the reverend minister, who stood watching the antics of his young 

charges with slightly upraised eyebrows. The divine peered at me 

over his glasses, and said, if not in actual words, what amounted to 

“How are you, my little man?” 

We began to dance then, and oh, dear, it was terrible. I had 

entirely over-estimated my ability. I began to step all over poor 

Edith’s feet, and must have wounded her cruelly, although she bravely 

tried to smile and to appear to be enjoying herself. Every dance was 

a new agony for me, as my heavy-footed blundering grew worse as 

the night went on. Worse still, I began to get dizzy with the con¬ 

tinuous rotary motion, and was finally forced to go outside in the 

evening air, and to sit down on the stone steps to recover my balance. 

From my position I could see Edith through the window, starry-eyed 

and happy, dancing with one and another of the lusty blades who had 

sought her favors continually throughout the evening. 

When the dance was over we walked back to Edith’s house, I, 

crestfallen and gloomy, she silently sympathetic. But I knew I had 
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lost my little altitude in her esteem and that I should never regain it. 

For I felt myself no longer a hero, but only a clumsy bumpkin. (So 

fickle are women, I thought.) At any rate I was right. I saw Edith 

subsequently only in the company of others, and the last thing I heard 

of her (three years later), she was engaged to be married to some 

whiffled swain, a correct match highly approved by both mothers. 

The time has probably long since passed, dear reader, when you 

considered a dance a portentous event, not unmixed with a certain 

uneasiness and anxiety, a certain mistrust of your ability to conduct 

yourself with the decorum and savoir faire necessary to impress every¬ 

body in general and the young lady in particular. You are now 

without doubt a man about town, blase, polished, a sophisticate who 

considers a dance as something to be attended, something from which 

a certain mild pleasure may be derived, but certainly not something of 

the earth-shattering importance of those of former days. But even if 

you are as grown up as all that, you must admit that the dances of 

your early period were landmarks on your calendar, or even, if you 

were of romantic temperament, events to be recorded with especial 

note in your diary. 

Just stop to reflect a moment upon one of those dances. Take any 

one at random—one of your school affairs, or one of your more 

elaborate college functions, if you like. Let the time be five years ago, 

or six months ago, as you please. Scene: variable, yourself as a 

movable Ego. Curtain! 

As soon as you determine to go to the dance (probably some weeks 

before the date set) you noncommitantly and ungrammatically ask 

yourself the question: ‘Who?” Now if you are one of those strong 

silent individuals, who attach themselves early in life to one gentle 

maiden and hang on like grim death until they marry her, you doubt¬ 

less have no trouble at all in answering the questions. If, however, 

you are of more eclectic nature, and you like variety of Nancy’s looks, 

Betty’s disposition, Christine’s line,’ and Alice’s smartness, you no 

doubt have a more difficult task in selecting the fortunate young 

person. Nevertheless, invariably, I dare say, you decide upon the one 

whom in your estimation will make the most favorable impression 

upon your fellow-companions, and accordingly you ask yourself who 

is that bit of femininity in your acquaintance most blessed in the 

transient physical charms of this world. And so you decide to take 

Miss Barbara to the dance, for she comes nearest to fulfilling your 

present ideal. 
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It may be that you have met Barbara only a few times (Oh, the 

glamor of newness!), in which case you are a bit hesitant about taking 

the receiver off the hook, or (if you are old-fashioned like me) about 

writing her a note, in your very best handwriting. Well, let us assume 

that you finally get Barbara on the 'phone, and, having with studied 

nonchalance delivered your message, waited with beating heart while 

she shrills “What? A week from Friday? Wait a minute! 

Why, I'd love to!" 

On the night appointed, you drive ,up to Barbara's door and enter 

full in the hope that you can appear correctly negligent in your tuxedo, 

although you have not worn it many times. Perhaps Barbara’s mother 

let you in (the lady herself not being quite ready) and you have to 

submit to the minor ordeal of self-introduction, and inspection by 

Mother, and the more difficult task of making conversation with Father 

(Fathers are invariably grumpy persons, who put down newspapers 

and stare over spectacles) by making studied comment on either of 

those two never-failing topics of conversation, the only ones upon 

which all mankind are agreed, the weather and the depression. You 

try very hard to keep up a spirited dialogue, and are not succeeding 

very well, but just then Barbara comes in, exhaling an aura of perfume 

and femininity, with her hair tucked back to reveal her earrings, and 

arrayed in a sumptuous evening gown modishly cut to reveal just the 

proper amount of Barbara. She, of course, restores some confidence 

in you by greeting you brightly; she laughs to scorn Mother’s warnings 

to the effect that she had better take her fur coat instead of her evening 

wrap, she assures everyone that she has her key, and by way of leave- 

taking, gayly tweaks Father’s ear, as she seizes your arm while you 

murmur incoherent goodnights. 

Once outside your returning self-possession increases at every step. 

You hurry to the car, and if there are other people in it (e. g., your 

friend Bob and his choice for the evening), you present Barbara with a 

high show of jovial ceremony, and get in amid a hail of energetic good 

humor. As the motor rolls toward town, you are still slightly uneasy at 

the unaccustomed proximity of Barbara, but since she is busy chatting 

away as women do (about something which is not of the most remote 

interest to you, but to which you pay the most flattering attention) 

you gradually become acclaimed to her. 

When at length you arrive at the hotel, you get Barbara out of 

the car, you enter the crowded lobby (you have come rather late), and 

you check the coats and things in a business-like fashion. Meanwhile 

Barbara and the other girl have disappeared to powder respective noses 
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per longum et latum, leaving you to cool your heels with your friend 

Bob. They finally come down, however, with their trains swishing 

the floor. You take Barbara and steer her to the door, where you 

fish awkwarly for the tickets before the cold scrutiny of the committee¬ 

man, who is not at all impressed with either you or Barbara. 

At last you are on the floor, with the velvety Barbara in your 

arms, swaying to the throb of the orchestra. She is a good dancer, 

and you get along rather well. When you do step on her toe you 

apologize extravagantly in the tone of voice a man would normally 

use when he had accidentally cut another’s leg off, but Barbara insists 

that it was her own fault, although she knows perfectly well that it 

wasn’t. At any rate you are beginning to feel more at ease, and 

actually to enjoy yourself. 

At the end of the dance set, you walk over to the edge of the floor 

where you meet with a group of your acquaintances. You shout 

greetings of tremendous heartiness, shake hands as if they were bosom 

friends whom you had not seen for years, slap them bluffly on the 

back perhaps, and bow with charming grace to their companions. You 

then introduce Barbara around, who stands smiling like a Chessy cat, 

looking the essence of feminine sweetness, while in her mind she is busy 

cataloguing each girl's gown and general personal appearance. After 

exchanging a dance, you return to Barbara with some relief, for you 

were not anxious for people to think that the girl you had just been 

dancing with was your girl. You dance with Barbara again. Con¬ 

versation? Admittedly somewhat difficult on the floor, and you let 

Barbara do most of the talking at first. 

The question of conversation, dear reader, is worthy of a moment’s 

digression. Of course, the usual pretty kitten of eighteen years or 

thereabouts does not evidence a startingly brilliant intellectual store 

in the ball-room, and this is quite disheartening to some sensitive souls. 

I have a friend who does not care to attend dances. Once I questioned 

him as to his lack of interest in the usual collegiate social life, and he 

replied gloomily: “After the third Oh, yeah?’ I give up.” However, 

I have always considered him over-exacting, and for my part I am quite 

satisfied if the young lady talks of what she pleases, as long as she 

does not inform you how popular she is with the opposite sex in 

general, and precisely how many and which males she has “been out” 

with lately. 

If you have a “line,” you try it out on Barbara. If she has one 

of her own, which is not too caustic, so much the better; it makes 
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conversation easier. At intervals you leave the floor, to sit down a 

while so that Barbara may smoke a cigarette with that quaint index¬ 

terity which characterizes the puffing of most young creatures of her 

sex. 

This respite gives you opportunity to watch the couples on the 

floor. Gentle reader, you know well that there is no richer source for 

the observation of human nature at its funniest than on the dance 

floor. Here comes one of the men-about-town well known at the 

College, who is dancing with a “smart" young female whose look of 

utter boredom makes her so much the “smarter." Here is a little 

fellow at his first dance valiantly pushing in front of him his heart's 

desire, a little girl from next door who ought to have been in bed 

long ago. Here is a youth who has been dallying in his cups not 

wisely but too well and who is at present describing with his patient 

partner, a series of concentric ellipses on the floor, uttering at every 

dozen steps a short sharp yelp which in the days of my initiation into 

the art of Terpsichore was “Hot Dog!”, later, the more expressive 

“Whoopee!”, seems now to be “Yeah Man!”, and tomorrow will be 

something else: all of which barbaric yawps can be traced at least as 

far back as the Roman “Euhoel” 

Here again is an honor student, with numerous Summas in his 

belt having a thoroughly enjoyable time, but somewhat afraid that he 

is too obviously betraying the fact. Here is another school sophisticate, 

who with his companion is solemnly performing the steps of that 

singular type of modern dancing wherein the male always assumes a 

disinterested, faraway, albeit somewhat calf-like expression, while 

supporting his young lady, who lays her head on his shoulder, closes 

her eyes as if she were taken suddenly ill, while the upper part of her 

body describes an abrupt 45-degree angle like a jack-knife away from 

her partner ending at her posterior portion which drifts three or four 

fathoms behind. These and many other equally humorous (objective¬ 

ly) forms of dancing can you see, reader, as you know as well as I. 

You and Barbara are now best of friends. As the evening develops, 

you find you have many friends, many ideas, many loves and many 

hates in common. You begin to think that Barbara is the very nicest 

girl you ever met. Each dance is better than the last, and oh, how 

disappointing when “Good Night, Ladies!” blares out from a weary 

orchestra. 

Still, you must go to have something to eat. With this in prospect, 

you don’t mind the long line before the coat-room, you still vigorously 
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exchange banter, with all the sundry en route, and you generously put 

down a sizeable coin, as you clasp the indiscriminate bundle of apparel 

handed over to you. You drive down to the eating-place, and enter 

almost swaggering. You sit down with Barbara opposite you, Bob 

on one side, and his friend Betty on the other, and having ordered 

your fare, you wax mightily humorous. You and Bob outdo each 

other in labored quips and phosphorescent puns which no one would 

tolerate at another hour. But the wit amuses the girls tremendously 

and the trilling laughter (Barbara has a much nicer laugh), resounds 

among the cups and saucers. You apply yourself to your toast and 

coffee, for you suddenly realize that you are really very hungry. While 

eating, you perform all your pet restaurant tricks: you make straw 

packets curl up like snakes by putting water on them, you make the 

cream stay on top of the coffee, you execute musical scale passages 

with the glasses, you snap straws, you do everything in fact to enter¬ 

tain all present with the modest means at your disposal, and your 

talent is highly appreciated. 

But the time comes when you must rise to go. You gallop out 

to the car, shivering a bit for it has grown colder, you all pile in. 

and you’re off once more. While you guide the steering wheel master¬ 

fully, poor Barbara, who is quite tired, lays her pretty head on your 

shoulder and maybe dozes ever so slightly. You hum some tune you 

have heard during the evening, and perhaps go so far as to harmonize 

it with someone. And soon, oh, so soon, you pull up at Barbara’s. 

Sweet good-night, and the story ends. 

Why dance, gentle reader? You and I couldn’t give a rational and 

scientific answer if we filled a volume. Perhaps because dancing is a 

pleasure most symbolical of Youth, unconsciously amusing, gauche, 

and silly; Youth consciously comradely, laughing, and happy. For¬ 

give an old sentimentalist: I dislike to conclude with labored phrase 

and studied moral. But Youth’s a magic word, the philosopher’s 

touchstone, and will continue to be such when we are old and grumpy, 

growing testy about our sons’ and daughters’ dancing. 

“Youth's a stuff will not endure." 

Mental pleasures never cloy: unlike those of the body, they are 

increased by repetition, approved by reflection, and strengthened by 

enjoyment. 

Colton 
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LITERARY SECTION 
Tom Bell ’34 

HART HOUSE STRING QUARTET CHARMS LARGE 
AUDIENCE 

The Hart House String Quartet which visited the College on 

Monday evening, December 1 1, is celebrating its tenth anniversary this 

season. The quartet, founded by Hon. Vincent Massey and Mrs. 

Massey, made its first public appearance on April 23rd, 1924. 

Because of it’s mobility, the quartet soon became the one. exponent of 

first-class music known from coast to coast. They have just returned 

from a tour covering Canada from the Atlantic to the Pacific. 

For the last seven years recitals have been given at almost all of the 

Canadian universities, at which the same students will often have heard 

four or five programmes in successive years, thus attaining an informed 

understanding of this pure and beautiful art-form. In this way vital 

influence is exerted on the rising generation, and important progress 

made toward the creation of an intelligently critical public for the best 

in music. 

More than any other organization in Canada, the quartet has put 

this country abreast of the rest of the world in celebrating the centen¬ 

aries of Beethoven, Schubert and Hayden. The complete cycle of 

Beethoven’s quartets was played, one Schubert or one Haydn number 

was included on each programme, and a memorial pamphlet was issued 

in each case. Similar attention was payed to Brahms during last season. 

1'he program played on Monday evening was as follows: 

1. Schubert—Quartet in D Minor, Opus Posth. This quartet 

is called the “Death and the Maiden” quartet because of the slow move¬ 

ment, for which Schubert employed the melody of his song by that 

name. 

2. Mozart—Quartet in B Flat Major. This is one of the mas¬ 

ter’s best known compositions, and is popularly known as the “Hunt¬ 

ing Quartet’•—extremely gay and vivacious, and one of the best ex¬ 

amples of his style. 

(Continued on page 165) 
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Union Literary Society 

FRESHMAN-SOPHOMORE INTER-YEAR DEBATE 

Tuesday Evening, November 28th, 1933 

“Resolved that a Back-to-the-Land Movement would be a desirable 

solution to the present unemployment problem in Canada“ 

Affirmative: Negative: 

K. Stringer ’37 A. Kemp ’36 
M. Nixon ’37 D. Fairbairn ’36 

Mr. Stringer opened the debate by calling attention to the fact 

that a back-to-the-land movement would give employment to the 

unemployed and would, at the same time, lighten the taxpayers’ burden 

of relief. He then elaborated an idealistic scheme for the settlement 

of unemployed men on the land. Under this scheme the work was 

to be done by fit but inexperienced men under the direction of those 

who were experienced but unfit. 

Mr. Kemp, the first negative speaker, felt that the attitude of the 

unfortunates would not be amenable to so uncertain a scheme. He 

called the attention of the audience to the present over-production 

of farm produce and the reduction in the consumption of marketed 

products which would result from the adoption of such a scheme. 

Mr. Nixon soon assumed the pose of a popular preacher in upholding 

the independence of the working classes. He pointed out that an 

influx of settlers into any district had always had the effect of raising 

the prices for stock and grain in that- district. 

Mr. Fairbairn, in seconding the negative side, proved the proposal 

to be financially impracticable. “With the return of better times, ’ he 

said, “these men will flock back to the cities—your improvised farms 

will be left desolate and the enormous capital involved in them will 

dwindle away.” 

The judges were Dr. O. J. Stevenson. Professor G. N. Ruhnke and 

D. R. Sands Esq. Dr. Stevenson, in awarding the final judgement 

to the negative side, said that the debate had been good, the arguments 

well presented and the language passable. The audience voted against 

the resolution. After the debate, the discussion was opened to the 

audience and a number of interesting points were raised by those who 

took part. 
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The evening’s programme was agreeably supplemented by musical 

renditions which included a pianoforte solo by Mr. Floyd Bunt, a 

violin solo by Miss Jean Peart and selections by the Freshmen Glee 

Club. While the audience will join me in commending the freshman 

effort to introduce better music at our College, if the selections which 

the Club sang were truly representative of these new numbers, I still 

maintain that ‘there isn’t any better than the red an’ blue sweater.” 

SOPHOMORE-JUNIOR FINAL INTER-YEAR DEBATE 

Tuesday Evening, December 5th, 1933 

“Resolved that Cadet Training in Secondary Schools and Colleges 

throughout Canada be abolished’’ 

Affirmative: Negative: 
R. Leroux ’35 J. A. Irvine ’36 
J. A. Stevenson ’35 R. L. Acklen ’36 

Mr. Leroux portrayed the horrors of war and upheld that cadet 

training is militaristic in nature and object. He showed that Boy 

Scout training had all the advantages of cadet training with none 

of its disadvantages. 

Mr. Irvine of the negative proved that cadet training makes for 

physical fitness, patriotism, discipline and co-operation. 

In supporting the affirmative, Mr. Stevenson held that cadet train¬ 

ing is inadequate as a physical exercise and that it does not produce a 

sufficient soldiery. 

A number of positive arguments were cleverly reversed by Mr. 

Acklen, but this shuffling of words was' not true refutation. He 

proclaimed that the necessity for national defence was the chief force 

which binds together the Canadian, British and American nations. 

Some parts of the debate were worth hearing, but as a whole it 

did not fulfill the expectations of the audience. 

Judging the debate were Professor D. H. Jones, Dr. E. J. Dyce 

and E. T. Goring Esq. Professor Jones briefly announced the un¬ 

animous decision of the judges to be for the affirmative—a decision 

which corresponded with the audience vote. 

The entertainment feature of the programme was better received 

than the debate. This took the form of a pianoforte solo' by Miss 
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Kay Jarmyn; a recitation “Gunga Din’' by Tom Bell and a novelty 

dance by the Mac girls. Unfortunately we have not space to do justice 

to this dance, we can only assure its organisers and the performers that 

we greatly appreciated the effective relief it gave from the tedium of 

the previous hour. 

U. OF T. DEBATE PRESENTS INTERESTING CONTRAST 

[Ed. note]—The parliamentary form of debate which is followed at Hart 
House, presents an interesting contrast to the usual type presented at 
the College. To Messrs. Veit ’35 and Stringer ’37, we are indebted 
for this brief account of the recent C. C. F. debate held at the University 
of Toronto, the machinery of which might well be adopted by our Lit¬ 
erary Society as an occasional change from the stereotyped form. 

The Debate Room at Hart House is a rectangular hall seating pro¬ 

bably four hundred men—there were no ladies present. The speaker 

of the House, arrayed in his official uniform, occupied the chair and 

assisted by the Clerk, presided over the debate. The subject of the 

evening was “Resolved that this House sees no acceptable alternative 

to the two older political parties in Canada,” and the House was divided 

into the “Ayes” at the speaker’s right and the “Noes” on his left. 

Each member was given a programme of the debate and a pamphlet 

containing the Rules of Order as they took their positions. The rules 

were strictly adhered to and several speakers were stopped and checked 

on some point of order during the evening. 

All debaters addressed their remarks to the Speaker, and anyone 

who had spoken could rise to a “point of personal privilege” to correct 

misinterpretations of his remarks. In such a case the member arose, 

and when recognized by the speaker, stated his case; the speaker giving 

judgment on the point. 

Any member desiring to speak on the point at issue was required 

to hand his name to the Clerk. He then arose and when acknowledged 

by the speaker, and announced by the Clerk, was allowed to speak 

for five minutes. 

The debate proper was led by two members of the “Ayes” and 

two of the “Noes." These men dealt intensively with the subject 

and opened many avenues for further discussion of the question. The 

type of speeches varied as widely as their method of presentation, all 

of them indicated that much thought had been applied to their pre¬ 

paration and humor played no small part. 
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The leader of the "Ayes,” a droll, humorous individual, cleverly 

presented his material with a vein of ridicule. The leader of the 

“Noes” endeavored to deluge his opponents with a weighty speech 

of facts, presented in a compact and convincing manner. The next 

speaker refuted one or two points and proceeded to flay the opposition 

by a series of questions. The fourth speaker assumed a deliberate 

attitude and pointed out the incompleteness of the government’s 

arguments. 

An “open forum” was conducted after the debate at which several 

speakers representing both factions presented additional material or 

explained points at issue. 

The honorary visitor of the evening was Mr. J. S. Woodsworth, 

M.P. (Winnipeg North Centre). He concluded the debate with a 

lengthy address in which he answered or skillfully evaded the questions 

of the Government. His address was; well ordered, logical and well 

presented. The tellers then took their positions and count was made 

as members filed out into the hall. The “Noes” won the debate. 

SUNDAY ON THE FARM 

('Continued, from page 151) 

themselves off to indulge in various innocent Sunday evening amuse¬ 

ments. 

Old Mr. Griggs presented himself at his sister’s, the butcher’s wife, 

where he was sure of innumerable cups of tea and the week’s gosip. The 

two younger boys made for the Y. M. C. A. where an informal sing¬ 

song was in progress and soon were in a group of laughing, chatting 

young people, consuming chocolate cake and cocoa, teasing one another 

and being led in song by the inevitable rosy-cheeked, fair-haired, stout- 

ish and mild young man with a cherubic smile—all for a nickel dropped 

in a box at the door. The two elder boys went each his separate way, 

one to spend the evening with a steady sweetheart and the other to 

lounge on a bench in the park, paying indifferent attention to the 

programme rendered by an excellent band. 

At ten thirty, the sing song devotees appeared at the car and in a few 

minutes the others had appeared. To complete the day, little remained 

to do but drive home, talk for a few minutes about the next day’s 

work and then go to bed, this last, of course, only after some one had 

wound up and set the alarm clock, that ingenious device of combined 

good service and torture. 
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HEY PRESTO! 

The Presto Music Club of Guelph, which is this year celebrating 

the thirty-fifth anniversary of its inception, was organised by its 

present president, Mrs. W. Buckingham, then Miss Annie Kilgear. The 

members were all young girls who were taking piano lessons at the 

time and the first meetings were held irf the girl’s' homes. The first 

concert was a recital by J. A. A. Tripp, pianist, assisted by Mrs. G. 

D. Atkinson of Toronto. For many seasons the concerts were held in 

Carnegie Hall in the Library. Some twelve years ago the membership 

was considerably increased and a series of concerts was arranged for 

each season. These concerts were held in the various churches of the 

city but of late years the programmes have been staged at the Guelph 

Vocational Institute. 

Among the artists and ensembles brought to Guelph in recent years 

are Edward Johnson, Bon Sophie Breslau, Hyde Auld, Marguerite 

Matzenauer, Jean Dusseau, Jean Hesson Pengelly, Marie Osweski, the 

Cleveland Orchestra, the Hart House Quartette, the Barrere Symphony, 

Rabinof, Pialagorski, Friedmann, Katherine Goodson, Ernest Leitz, 

Geza and Nora de Kresz, Brailowsky and Ethel Newcome. 

Each season the club arranges a students' concert at which advanced 

students of the violin, piano or of vocal music are heard. The club 

owns its own piano, a beautiful Steinway Grand, the gift of Edward 

Johnson, a native son and a singer of world fame. 

The club is the oldest musical organization in Guelph and it is 

hoped that in years to come it may continue to bring musicians of note 

to our city and thus improve the musical tastes and stimulate the 

ambitions of our community. 

*The special student season ticket is sold on the campus at one dollar and 
is a worth-while investment.—Ed. 

HART HOUSE STRING QUARTET 

('Continued from page 160) 

3. (a) Lord Gregory, arr. by Alfred Procter (Ancient melody 

from Galloway) ; (b) Sir Roger de Coverly, Frank Bridge. 

As an encore the quartet played “Molly on the Shore" and after 

continued applause concluded this extraordinarily fine recital with "he 

Flowers of the Forest are Faded.” 
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Philharmonic Society 

ELIZABETH THE QUEEN 

This was, in some respects, a distinctly different type of play from 

the other recent productions of the “Philharmonic/' The chief dif¬ 

ference lay in the fact that the play is built around one central character 

rather than round a number of characters. The whole play is Eliza¬ 

beth’s play—Elizabeth the woman who could love and who could 

curse her weakness in loving, because it weakened her throne. Without 

Elizabeth there would have been no play and so it is no exaggeration 

to say that the entire success of the production lay in the excellent way 

in which Gertrude Mann handled her part. 

To say anything less than she was Elizabeth would be to under¬ 

rate her ability in that character. There were faults certainly—but they 

were of small importance compared with her sympathetic portrayal of 

Elizabeth, both as a woman and as a queen. This is the second time 

that the “Philharmonic" has been singularly fortunate in its choice 

of a feminine lead. 

There were no really weak spots in the play. Steward managed the 

part of Essex convincingly. Ele was a little weak in the second scene 

where he did not quite manage to portray the tempestuous, easily 

aroused earl which the author writes into the part. He was exception¬ 

ally strong, however in the last scene where he showed Essex, clear¬ 

headed and clear-eyed at the prospect of death—seeing in it the only 

freedom and peace for himself, for Elizabeth and for England. The 

latter scenes of the play were also marked by the excellent playing of 

Anderson in the part of the fool. This part, which so many people 

can act both easily and naturally in real life, is extremely difficult to 

play on the stage without appearing forced or over-acted. 

Perhaps the best handling of a small part was that of Bacon hs 

portrayed by Fairbairn. His deliberate speech and scholarly appearance 

fitted admirably both the historical and the author’s conception of the 

part. Bell carried the part of Lord Cecil easily and smoothly, giving 

a good picture of the court politician who was eternally pulling strings 

for his own ends. It would be unfair to finish any criticism of the 

players without mentioning Tressa and Penelope, played by Betty 

Gibson and Elizabeth Wright, who both made a very great deal of 

small parts. 
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The play as a whole was excellently conceived and well produced, 

such faults as there were being of minor importance. For instance the 

costumes! of the court guards were reminiscent of the period of King 

Arthur rather than of the brilliant court of Elizabeth. Again it seemed 

improbable that the stormy tempered earl of Essex would allow himself 

to be put under arrest by two unarmed soldiers, when his army lay 

close at hand in the Strand—and would Elizabeth, as a woman, receive 

her lover in the same dress as she wore in handling the affairs of state? 

Human nature has not changed so very much since then, so I doubt it. 

These are but minor points in the handling of a play which presents 

many difficulties for a director. It says much for Mrs. McLean’s skill 

that it ran as smoothly as it did. Too often it is forgotten that much 

of the characterization of a part has originated from the director rather 

than from the actor. 

Attention should be drawn to the use of standard settings. This 

type of setting was first used in “St. Joan” and has again proved itself 

satisfactory both from an artistic point of view and because of the 

rapidity with which changes of scene can be made without necessitating 

any undue waits on the part of the audience. A long play in the 

Memorial Hall is always rather an uncomfortable thing to sit through 

and quick changes of scenery are always welcomed by the audience. 

While at this point it would be as well to congratulate the stage 

crew on the very excellent way in which they handled the scenery and 

the scenic effects. The actor receives cheers or catcalls from the audience 

depending on the quality of his playing but the stage crew hear neither 

praise or blame for their work. On their efforts much of the success 

of any show depends, they work hard and get very little in return for 

their time. 

Altogether it was a good show and we may congratulate Mrs. 

McLean and the “Philharmonic” upon producing a play fit to rank 

with any of its previous productions—which is a very high standard 

indeed. 
P. J. P. 

THE RED AND BLUE 

It is very much in order to extend a word of congratulation to the 

girls of Watson who wrote and composed the music of the new College 

song, “The Red and Blue.” This song came at a very appropriate time 

and was a distinct contribution to our College Life. 
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Some Winter Campus 

So all night long the storm roared on: 

The morning broke without a sun; 

In starry flake, and pellicle, 

All day the hoary meteor fell; 

And, when the second morning shone, 

We looked upon a world unknown, 

, * 

' 

*' 
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Recorded by the Camera 

On nothing we could call our own. 

Around the glistening wonder bent 

The blue walls of the firmament, 

No cloud above, no earth below, - - 

A universe of sky and snow! 

—“Snowbound’’ John G. Whittiet 
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Small Talk 

by A. B. 

LIKE small change, small talk is a wonderful thing, a saving grace 

as well as a mark of art or idiocy all molded together to form 

something or nothing depending on the molder. 

Ninety-nine out of a hundred—and this is not the opening line 

of a once popular fox trot—open their conversational remarks by com¬ 

menting on the weather. The weather, God bless it, what would we 

do without it! The remark is generally in the form of a self-answered 

question. ‘ Nice day,” you murmur, with a rising inflection in your 

voice, leaving your audience all excited and wondering if a statement 

has been made or a question asked. 

T he customary answer and people with a social status to maintain 

must answer correctly, is in the affirmative. When the opening player 

in the game of “small talk” opens with a “nice day” card you auto¬ 

matically follow suit. Why? I don’t know, but you do. And so do I. 

Imagine the consternation in our smug circle if someone disagreed 

with a “nice day” assertion. The conversation would become a loud 

silence. Why? Because a new situation would have arisen, a situation 

which would have no precedent to act as a guide. 

Far be it from me, however, to ridicule an old custom. It has its 

utilities. It is a certain method of introducing yourself to many 

Americans, some Canadians and a few Englishmen when they chance 

to be travelling with you or are thrown into your company for any 

reason, good, useless or indifferent. 

If you murmur “nice day” to an American, he promptly seizes it 

as an opportunity to tell you about his business, his wife (in some 

cases, his neighbour’s wife) his car and his indigestion. He has patent 

remedies for the depression and all social ills—but he retains his in¬ 

digestion. Why? Probably an American custom. Who knows! 

A Canadian must verify the remark about the weather before be¬ 

coming confidential. In fact, and I regret to mention this, there are 

Canadians who refuse to give your their past history, how they rose 

from the ranks, why they are continuing Presbyterians and what they 

said to Jones when his hens scratched up their cauliflower patch. 
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The Englishman is in' a class by himself. A "nice day" simply 

fails to interest him, but if you attack him from a vulnerable angle 

with a "jolly fine day, what?" your Englishman is putty in your 

hands. He will converse with you readily and at length. In fact, he 

may monologue you to death. 

The second standard topic for small talk is the health of your 

victim. "And how are you, Mrs. Brown"—and you hope she won’t 

tell you. In this case there is no standard answer. The proper answer 

is to intimate that your physical condition is of a very high order, but 

it is on record that many people do not know the correct answer to 

the question and really believe that it should be truthful. They insist 

on giving a chronological account of their last nine operations with a 

direct bearing upon their present indisposition. The man who knows 

does not say "how are you, Mrs. Brown." He says "how well you 

are looking, Mrs. Brown" and does not take no for an answer. 

Method number two for handling cases like Mrs. Brown is to allow 

her to tell you of her first and perhaps her second operation and then 

suggest to her, "Mrs. Brown, may I show you my operations." This 

method has been proven to be very effective. When Mrs. Brown has 

sufficiently recovered, the conversation reverts to something else. It 

really boils down to the fact that the query is rather a hypocritical one. 

You actually don’t care a hoot how Mrs. Brown is. 

And then there is small talk of another variety. Get this picture 

-—a fire place, glowing embers, a small group sitting about, their faces 

ruddy with the reflected glow. Small talk becomes not only an 

accomplishment but a necessity. With friends, small talk and homely 

subjects assume a different aspect. 

Thereby in selecting your friends, shun as a plague those whose 

repertoire positively does not exclude climatic conditions and health¬ 

lessness. 

THE VICTORY DANCE 

Over three hundred couples attended the dance given in honour of 

the rugby and soccer teams, on December 9. Creelman Hall was at¬ 

tractively decorated for the occasion and the evening was featured by a 

floor show put on by a group of Macdonald rugby enthusiasts, and the 

presentation of a bouquet of roses to Dr. and Mrs. Stone by Coach 

Baldwin. 
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BECAUSE NEILSON’S JERSEY MILK CHOCOLATE IS 
THE BEST MILK CHOCOLATE MADE 

“Budd’s Dept. Stores” 
1 I 1 Upper Wyndham Street Phone 1226 

“WE CATER TO COLLEGE STUDENTS” 

with a full line of 

YOUNG MEN S CLOTHING—Hats, Shirts, Ties, Sweaters, 
Leather Sportswear and Shoes. 

MISSES'—Coats, Dresses, Knitted Suits, Leather Jackets, Skirts, 
Pullovers, Hosiery, Lingerie and Shoes. 

Budd’s Prices Remarkably Reasonable 

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SHOP HERE 
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AN OUTSTANDING YEAR 

December is always a month full of interesting events and activities. 

With examinations, plans for the Christmas holidays and preparations 

for the programme of 1934, it is one of the busiest times of the year. 

When we review the work and the accomplishments of 1933 there 

is much for which to be thankful. Members of the faculty, through 

leadership and outstanding work, have rendered a distinct service to 

the College and to the agriculture and home life of the country. To 

many of them have come well merited recognition and high honour. 

The students have shown by their industry, application, co-oper¬ 

ation and leadership that the year 1933 is one of the most outstanding 

in the history of the College. Space will not permit a recitation of 

all the events. One need only think for a few moments of the honours 

brought by the students participating in athletics, debating, stock 

judging, grain judging, essay writing and other competitions. Of no 

less value and importance have been the activities of the student 

organizations on the campus. Each and every one has planned and 

worked and has made progress. I know that I voice the appreciation 

of every member of the staff. The accomplishments are the result 

of hard but well directed work and our students and staff are entitled 

to show a little pride and satisfaction. 

We; are too young and active to live in the past. Our eyes and 

thoughts are already turned to the New Year. Before us are many 

opportunities. We can use our energies and our abilities to the limit. 

May we think seriously, plan intelligently and work towards a worth¬ 

while goal. I take this opportunity of offering sincere wishes and 

heartiest greetings for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. 

George I. Christie 

Nothing is easier than fault-finding; no talent, no self-denial, no 

brains, no character are required to set up in the grumbling business. 

—Robert West 
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THE ORIGIN OF OUR COLLEGE MOTTO 

This interesting account of the origin of our College Motto was prepared by 
Professor Caesar and is well worth study for the lesson it teaches even 
in these days. 

OUR College motto—Nulla dies sine linea—was the motto attributed 

to Apelles, the most celebrated of Grecian painters. Apelles was a 

contemporary of Alexander the Great, who held him in such high 

esteem as a painter that he was the only person whom he would permit 

to paint his portrait. Apelles all through life worked very hard to 

perfect his art, especially by drawing. On one occasion, when some¬ 

thing prevented his practising for a day, he exclaimed: “To-day I drew 

not a line,” thus indicating that his motto was—Nulla dies sine linea 

(no day without a line.) 

Pliny, the Roman historian, wrote of Apelles—“Apelli fuit 

perpetua consuetudo, nunquam tarn occupatum diem agendi, ut non 

lineam ducendo exerceret artem, quod ab eo in proverbium venit”— 

Nulla dies sine linea. Translated this reads, Apelles’ unfailing practice 

was never to pass so busy a day that he did not exercise his art by at 

least drawing a line. Hence arose the proverb—Nulla dies sine linea. 

It may be of interest to know that the famous pictures of Alexander 

wielding a thunderbolt and of Aphrodite rising out of the sea were 

painted by Apelles. 

This motto was selected by Dr. Mills and was first used along 

with the College crest in 1892 or 1893. The crest was designed by 

Dr. F. C. Harrison, former Professor of Bacteriology. 

It is interesting to note that Prof. Caesar, formulated the motto 

which is engraved on the corner stone of the Administration Building. 

When seeking for a motto, application to specialists in Classics at the 

University of Toronto failed to bring any that were considered suitable 

to our Institution and it remained for Prof. Caesar to present the one 

which stands out on the corner stone: “Meliora semper in agricultura 

quaerimus’’—the literal translation of which is “Better things always in 

agriculture we are seeking” or as a watchword for our college “Our 

constant aim is to improve agriculture.” 

While discussing the subject, Prof. Caesar mentioned the motto 

of Guelph Collegiate Institute which appealed to him as having a very 

beautiful significance, “Hie patet ingeniis com pus"—“Here lies before 

you a training place for your abilities.” —W. A. S. 
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COLLEGE SPIRIT TAKES 
WINGS 

College spirit on this campus seems 

to be suffering from the depression as 

much as anything else, but it is felt by 

those who are in a position to know, 

that it touched a new “low-’ on the 

night before the O. A. C.—McMaster 

play-off game. The special “peP 

meeting did revive it a great deal, but 

now that the rugby season has drawn 

to a close and the winter term is here, 

the tendancy to let it hibernate must be 

constantly guarded against. 

For some reason the average student 

does not appear to take a very great 

interest in the events that are going on 

about him. There is a tendancy to take 

everything for granted, which means 

that everything is left for the other fel¬ 

low and nothing gets done. If this is 

thought to be a sophisticated or man-of- 

the-world attitude that every college 

man should adopt, it is a sad mistake. 

What society or year executive can 

plan their activities and what team can 

put their full power into a game know¬ 

ing that they lack the whole-hearted 

co-operation of those they represent and 

are trying their best to serve? And 

worst of all, what student can get 

anything out of his college life if he 

stays in his room, absorbing everything 

like a sponge and giving out nothing. 

Perhaps the one activity that has 

been pursued most zealously this year is 

the annual competition for the dean- 

ship of Macdonald and Watson Halls, 

but other than in the case of dances 

this enthusiasm does not seem to be 

reflected in any other college activity. 

The reason for this lack of pep —? 

Largely a “don't care" attitude on the 

part of a great number of people who 
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Burnell Binding and 
Printing Company 
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have forgotten that despite being stud¬ 

ents, they are still social animals. If 

College work is so difficult for some 

people that their viewpoint is narrowed 

by having to spend hours in solitude 

over their lessons, college life has 

nothing to offer them and both they 

and the college would benefit by a 

divorce. 

DR. HARCOURT HONOURED 

At the annual meeting of the Assoc¬ 

iation of Official Agricultural Chemists 

of Canada and the United States in 

Washington in November, Dr. Har- 

court. head of the O. A. C. Department 

of Chemistry was elected president of 

this important and far reaching organ¬ 

ization. 

This is the official body of chemists 

from every state in the Union and 

several parts of Canada, that formu¬ 

lates methods of examinations of foods, 

drugs, chemical products, agricultural 

products and all other goods passing in 

commerce on this continent, and the 

Doctor’s appointment is a signal honor 

to himself and to the O. A. C. 

Through the services of this group, 

the people of the continent have been 

protected to an extent that they little 

realize in the matter of preventing 

fraudulent and injurious composition in 

food products and condiments of var¬ 

ious sorts, and in the guaranteeing of 

standard products. The compositions 

of fertilizers, whose tonnages run into 

the millions in North America, has also 

been safe-guarded and guaranteed to the 

farmers by suitable regulations. 

The honor accorded Dr. Harcourt 

is especially significant since next year 

the association celebrates its fiftieth 

anniversary, and this is the first time a 
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president has been chosen from outside 

of the United States. 

SIR ARTHUR CURRIE 

Through the recent death of Sir 

Arthur Currie, Canada suffered the loss 

of one of her greatest citizens. Sir 

Arthur served his country both as a 

great soldier and as an outstanding 

educationalist, and in both fields his 

work was of the highest calibre. McGill 

has suffered great loss through his pass¬ 

ing and the students of the O. A. C. 

extend their sympathy to the under¬ 

graduates of that University. 

COLLEGE THIRD IN ESSAY 
CONTEST 

Despite winning five places in the first 

twenty entries, the College had to be 

content with third place in the 193 3 

Saddle and Sirloin Club Essay Contest. 

Eighteen Colleges took part in the com¬ 

petition this year and the silver cup 

which the College won in 193 2 for the 

best showing went to Iowa State Col¬ 

lege, while Wisconsin took second place. 

The contest which has been held an¬ 

nually since 1912, except for the war 

period is for the purpose of encouraging 

writing upon live stock subjects. It is 

open to all agricultural colleges in the 

United States and Canada, and the high 

standings made by the O. A. C. repre¬ 

sentatives during the past few years that 

the College has entered the competition, 

reflects great credit not only on the 

students themselves but upon the De¬ 

partment of English under whose super¬ 

vision and coaching they come. 

Out of the one hundred and seven¬ 

teen essays submitted in the competition, 

George C. McLaren '35 placed third; 

Regina van der Hoorn 35, sixteenth; 
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Ed. Moore 34, seventeenth; H. M. Duff 

35 nineteenth and G. L. Weatherstone 

35, twentieth. 

The subject of next year’s essay con¬ 

test is: “Meat Consumption and Modern 

Human Welfare.’’ 

ENTOMOLOGISTS GATHER 

The seventieth annual meeting of 

the Entomological Society of Ontario 

was held in the Royal Ontario Museum, 

on November 23 and 24. The members 

of the entomology option attended in a 

body. 

Over thirty papers were read dealing 

with various phases of the Science, the 

two local contributions being “The 

European Corn Borer Situation in On¬ 

tario in 1933,” by Prof. Caesar, and “A 

Preliminary Report of the Control of 

the Tarnish Plant Bug on Celery,” by 

Mr. R. W. Thompson. 

The feature of the programme was a 

paper and motion picture, the first of its 

kind, showing the work being done by 

the U. S. Department of Agriculture in 

the control of the Japanese Beetle. This 

subject is a very timely one as this insect 

is rapidly becoming a serious pest in the 

northern United States, and has already 

been reported in the Niagara Peninsula. 

THE BAND 

This issue of the Review would not 

be complete without a word of appre¬ 

ciation to the College band for the ex¬ 

cellent service they have rendered during 

the past term. 

This year the organization attained 

an active membership of some twenty 

artists, whose capable performances have 

added a great deal of colour and pep to 

the rugby games this fall. Despite be¬ 

ing frozen up on one occasion, they 
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were never frozen out and will long be 

remembered for their part in leading the 

great victory parade through the streets 

of Hamilton after the second McMaster 

game. 

THE INFLUENCE OF JUDGING 
CONTESTS 

(Continued from page 148) 

large and small, throughout the coun¬ 

try. Here it is that these men have the 

final word as to what shall be consider¬ 

ed to be the best type of the various 

classes of live stock, and here again the 

influence of the live stock judging con¬ 

tests is strongly felt. 

• INFLUENCE ON THE AGRICUL¬ 

TURAL WORLD 

The influence of the live stock judg¬ 

ing contest on the individual is remark¬ 

able, but still more remarkable is the in¬ 

fluence of those individuals upon the 

world at large. The man who follows 

general farming puts his experience to 

use in a very practical manner and soon 

the community, following his lead, has 

raised the standard of its farming 

practice; and so the influence of live 

stock judging is spread over the entire 

agricultural world. The man who turns 

his attention to pure-bred breeding will 

also have a great influence on the world 

at large, because as his show-ring suc¬ 

cesses and production records build up 

his reputation his advice will be more 

and more sought after by the general 

public. This will result, of course, in 

special improvement of one particular 

breed of live stock, but also in a general 

improvement in the live stock of the 

country. 

The great influence of the live stock 

judging contests is not then the direct 

influence, but more the indirect, as trans¬ 

mitted to the world at large by the 
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The Royal Hotel 
(Just Opposite the C. N. R. Station) 

In the past, we have appreciated 
the patronage of the students of 
the O. A. C. Let us again make 
this your home for college ban¬ 
quets and social functions. 

Our Service Our Rates are 

and accommodation the most 

is the best reasonable 

individuals fortunate enough to be able 

to take part in them. 

TENNESSE CORNFIELD 
PHILOSOPHY 

Over the hill trailed a man and a 

mule, the latter drew a plough and the 

former trudged behind ruminating: 

“Dan! you are a mule, the son of a 

jackass and I am a man created in the 

image of God. Yet here we work 

hitched together year in and year out. 

I often wonder if you work for me or 

if I work for you. Sometimes I think 

it is a partnership between a mule and 

a fool, for surely I work harder than 

you do. Plowing here we cover the 

same distance but you do it on four 

legs and I do it on two. So mathe¬ 

matically speaking I do twice as much 

per leg as you do. 

Soon we will be preparing for a corn 

crop. When the crop is harvested, I 

will give one-third to the landlord for 

being kind enough to let me use this 

corner of God’s universe. One-third 

goes to you and what is left is my share. 

But while you consume all of your 

third, I divide mine among seven child¬ 

ren, six hens, two ducks and a banker. 

Dave you are getting the best of me. 

It ain’t fair for a mule, the son of a 

jackass, to rob a man—the Lord of 

Creation—of his substance! And come 

to think of it, you only help cultivate 

the ground. After that I cut, shock and 

husk it while you look over the pasture 

fence and hee-haw at me. 

About the only time that I am your 

better is on election day for I can vote 

and you can’t. But if I ever get any¬ 

more out of politics than you do, I 

don’t see where it is. 

■Anonymous 
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College Victorious at the 
International’ 

Canadian Representatives First in Meat Judging and Eighth in 
Live Stock Competition 

J. V. Ross ’34 

AN ENTHUSIASTIC reception awaited both the Live Stock and 

Meat Judgings Teams on their recent return from the International 

Live Stock Exposition in Chicago. The fourth year, accompanied by the 

College band, turned out in full force to welcome McCaugherty, Archi¬ 

bald, Hunter, Saunders, Reid and Fitzgibbon, the members of the 

former team, on the morning of December 6, and after the traditional 

parade around St. George’s Square the cavalcade proceeded to the 

College where a short reception was held. 

The Meat Team returned by motor on the evening of December 8, 

and after being shouldered about Creelman Hall were given a royal 

welcome by their classmates and members of the Animal Husbandry 

staff in Mills Hall. Mr. Stillwell, the coach, spoke in glowing terms of 

the good behaviour of his chatges, but a few skeptics in the audience 

voiced the opinion that the speaker was a better judge of meat than 

behaviour. Alf Hales, high man in the competition, Charley Brodie 

and Charley Heath also spoke briefly and were enthusiastic in their 

praise of Mr. Stillwell as a coach and as a gentleman. 

The meat judges, who were first in their contest, won the Livestock 

and Meat Board Trophy in competition with with eight other teams, 

representing as many American Colleges. Alf Hales scored 821 points 

out of a possible 900, and stood first in the competition and in beef 

judging. 

Charlie Heath and C. M. Brodie, the other two members of the 

team, also acquitted themselves very favourably and made it possible 

for the team to take the lead. They divided the honors in lamb judging 

and Heath tied with a member of the Nebraska team for ninth place in 

the competition. 

The Livestock Team were not so fortunate on their invasion of 

Chicago, but nevertheless made a favourable showing in competition 

with twenty other teams. 
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The total score speaks for itself in showing how very close the 

leaders stood. The Ohio team which was first in the competition, 

had a total of 4,606 points. The team winning seventh place scored 

4,429 or eighteen points more than’ the O. A. C. who stood eighth 

in line and second in beef cattle with a total score of 4,411. 

McCaugherty was high man on the team, standing 5th in the 

competition as a whole and 1st in judging horses. His total score was 

940 points. Reid took second place on the team and ninth in the 

competition with 930 points, while Archibald finished in third place 

on the team and eleventh in the competition with 925 points. 

During a week of preparation and coaching in the United States, the 

Michigan State College, Purdue University, Urbana College and Ed- 

dleyn Farms, the home of the famous shorthorn bull. Browndale 

Count, were the chief places of interest visited by the team and their 

coach. 

We are happy to congratulate the coaches, Professor Knox and Mr. 

Stillwell on the success of their teams and the credit they have brought 

to the College and Province. 

THE JUDGING TEAM AT THE ROYAL WINTER FAIR 

The Ontario Agricultural College team again captured the honors 

in the inter-collegiate judging competition having a 910 point lead on 

their only opponents, a team from Pcnnsilvania State College. 

A. W. Archibald won the Graham Memorial Trophy, awarded to 

the highest man in judging light and heavy horses. Archibald scored 

373 points out of a possible 400. 
* 

H. J. Hunter secured the E. H. Stonehouse memorial trophy award¬ 

ed to the contestant having the highest score in judging dairy cattle 

in inter-collegiate and inter-county judging. 

A. B. McCaugherty was high man in the individual standing, 

scoring the highest total number of points. 

BASILUA HONOURED 

On Saturday, November 18, a large number of the members of 

the fourth year general agriculture option, a few of the dairy option 

and the members of the animal husbandry department attended a 

banquet in the armouries at Brampton given in honor of the world’s 

record jersey cow “Brampton Basilua.” 
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ALUMNI RECORD 
John Dryden ’35 

CLASS ’33 HOLDS FIRST ANNUAL BLOW-OUT 

The first reunion of year ’33, held in the Royal York Hotel, 

Toronto, on November 25, attracted over sixty members of the class. 

Prof. Squirrell, the genial honorary president, presided at the head 

table and in his remarks, which filtered through a cloud of 25c. cigar 

smoke, complimented Norm. Hogg, Abe Stoltz and the others who 

were responsible for such a full turnout (some fuller than others) at 

the initial reunion. 

After the toast to “The King," the company stood in silence for 

a moment to honour the memory of Ruskin Windatt and Lawrence 

Davis, two members of the class who have died within the past year. 

Stories and speeches flew thick and fast as Prof, called on the 

celebrities at the head table to address the gathering and later threw 

the meeting open for free expression. 

O. C. E. was well represented at the banquet but unfortunately 

no one was able to get down from Burwash. 

Later in the evening Class '33 were hosts at the Victory Dance 

given by them in the Crystal Ballroom of the Royal York. Over two 

hundred couples attended the dance including members of both the 

College and Loyola rugby teams and the members of Classes ’31 and 

’32, who held reunions on the same evening. 

’31 REUNION 
Year '31 held its third successful reunion on the evening of Nov¬ 

ember 25th, at the Royal York Hotel in Toronto. The attendance of 

27 members was very gratifying considering that the class has become 

widely separated since graduation. 

In the absence of the honorary president, Professor Steckly, the 

duties of toast-master were assumed by Earl Mighton. The toast to 

the “Alma Mater’’ was proposed by R. B. Graham and responded to by 

H. W. Bryant. The following officers were elected for the ensuing 

three years: president, H. J. Watt: secretary-treasurer. N. C. Lindsay. 
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To the many who expressed their regrets that they were unable to 

attend, we extend our appreciation of their well-wishes and to assure 

them that the banquet was all they would have wished it to be. 

YEAR ’35 ASSOCIATE REUNION 

It is interesting to note that Year ’35 has established another pre¬ 

cedent in holding the first alumni reunion of an associate class. 

About sixty of the associate alumni of the year banqueted in the 

faculty lounge room of the Administration Building on Saturday even¬ 

ing, December 2nd. Professor G. E. Raithby, honorary president, 

capably took the responsibilities of toastmaster for the Alma Mater, 

Year ’35 Associates, the Guests and the Alumni. 

By the success of this occasion, the officers of the group are hoping 

to make it an annual affair and are to be heartly congratulated in their 

efforts to keep the ’35 Associate Alumni in touch with the class. 

O. A. C. GRADUATE TO JOIN STAFF OF N. S. 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

The daily papers announce on what they consider reliable inform¬ 

ation that F. Waldo Walsh, B. S. A., agricultural superintendent of 

the Canadian National Railways, Montreal, will soon join the staff 

of the Nova Scotia Department of Agriculture in the capacity of Com¬ 

missioner of Marketing, which it is stated will include the duties of 

Deputy Minister. 

Mr. Walsh, who was born in 1897, is a graduate of the N.S.A.C., 

Truro, and of the O. A. C., Guelph, from which latter institution he 

graduated in 1922. In the same year, he joined the staff of the Federal 

Live Stock Branch, with headquarters at Truro, from which point he 

rendered inestimable service to the Maritimes in promoting co-operative 

sales and improvement of live stock. On leaving the Federal Depart¬ 

ment, he joined the staff of the Nova Scotia Agricultural College as 

instructor in live stock husbandry. From there he received a call in 

1922 to the position of Maritime Agricultural Superintendent of the 

Canadian National Railways, which position he held up to 1929 when 

he was promoted to the position which he is now relinquishing. 

During his career at Ontario Agricultural College, he was a member 

of one of the teams sent from that institution to participate in the live 

stock judging competitions at the International Live Stock Show in 

Chicago, where in competition with 105 members from 21 different 
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agricultural colleges, he annexed the honor of making the highest total 

score. 

He is a good farmer, a hard worker, a clean thinker and, possess 

good personality traits that will materially help him and his work no 

matter what endeavor he may undertake. He knows the province from 

North Cape to Cape North, and is fortunate in becoming associated 

with one of the finest groups of earnest agricultural workers that can 

be found from coast to coast. 

•—Maritime Farmer 

CHANGES IN THE GRADUATE LIST 

A, D. Runions, ’27—Is Agricultural Representative, Ontario Depart¬ 

ment of Agriculture, Peterborough, Ont. 

C. A. Shoemaker, '24—Is teaching at the Malvern Collegiate, Toronto, 

Ont. 

P. B. Slack, ’17—Is a Poultryman at R. R. No. 1, Bristol, Ind., U.S.A. 

J. R. Spry, ’ll—Is farming at R. R. No. 2, Caledon, Ont. 

F. K. B. Stewart, ’26—Is at his home, R. R. No. 3, Lucknow, Ont. 

E. H. Stoltz, ’33—Is taking the Animal Husbandry Specialist Course 

at the O. A. C. His address is Animal Husbandry Department, 

O. A. C., Guelph. 

G. E. Thompson, ’27—Is an assistant in the Department of Plant 

Pathology, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 

J. E. Wilson, '27—Is a student at the Kirksville College of Osteopathy 

and Surgery, Kirksville, Mo. He hopes to graduate in June, 1934. 

His home address is box 62, Alliston, Ont. 

W. J. Wilson, ’32—Is Chemist and Bacteriologist for the Laing Pro¬ 

duce and Storage Co., Brockville, Ont. 

C. A. Wood, ’33—Is with the Canada Packers, Toronto, Ont. 

H. A. Wolverton, ’08—Is a Medical and Field Missionary at Akidu, 

West Godavaria District, India. 

W. A. Dempsey, ’30—Is a fruit farmer at Oka, Quebec. 

W. V. Drury, '31—Is a Meat Traveller for the Simcoe Packers, Barrie, 

Ont. 

W. R. Peters, ’32—Is farming at Uno Park, Ont. 

P. J. Serfontein, ’31—Is Head of the Department of Poultry Husban¬ 

dry at the College of Agriculture, Clen, Orange Free State, South 

Africa. 
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K. E. Jackson, 33—Is attending the Ontario College of Education, 

Toronto. His home address is R. R. No. 2, Kippen, Ont. 

T. K. C. Karr, '32—Is with the Cedarvale Tree Experts, 437 St. James 

St., Montreal, Que. 

E. G. Kellough, ’33—Is with the Swift Canadian Company, West 

Toronto, Ont. 

D. S. Kennedy, '33—Is attending the Ontario College of Education, 

Toronto. His home address is Maxville, Ont. 

G. Knowles, '22—Is an assistant in the Field Husbandry Division, 

Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ont. 

L. A. LaPierre, '03—Is a supervisor with the Soldiers Settlement of 

Canada, 3506-38th Ave. W., Vancouver, B.C. 

R. N. Lewis, '21—Is attending the Ontario College of Education, Bloor 

Street, Toronto. 

W. G. Loveless, '31—Is County Agricultural Agent for Washington 

County, Barre, Vermont, U.S.A. 

H. A. McArthur, ’26—Is Plant Foreman for Silverwoods Dairy, 

Guelph, Ont. 

D. Mackenzie, '31—Is in the Chemistry Division. Cross & Blackwell 

Co., Fleet St., Toronto. 

C. Main, ’ 1 1—Is District Representative for the Manufacturers Life 

Assurance Co., Cayuga, Ont. 

E. Martin, '33—Is an assistant in the Apiculture Department, O. A. C., 

Guelph, Ont. 

P. M. Moore, ’28—Is teaching at Oakwood Collegiate Institute, Tor¬ 

onto, Ont. 

A. S. Mitchell, 31——Is teaching at the Glebe Collegiate, Ottawa, Ont. 

W. A. McMillan, ’33—Is attending the Ontario College of Education, 

Toronto, Ont. His home address is Seagrave, Ont. 

D. W. T. Orchard—Is attending the Ontario College of Education, 

Toronto. His home address is Sheddon, Ont. 

J. C. Read, ’33—Is attending the Ontario College of Education, Tor¬ 

onto. His home address is Northwood, Ont. 

L. R. Reid, ’33—Is attending the Ontario College of Education, Tor¬ 

onto. His home address is Humberside, Ont. 

A. G. Richmond, ’23—Is attending the Ontario College of Education, 

Toronto. His home address is 85 Burnside Drive, Toronto, Ont. 

R. C. Rosborough, '32—Is teaching at the High School at Orono, Ont. 

P. O. Ripley, ’22—Is an assistant in the Field Husbandry Division, 

Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ont. 

J. S. Rutherford, ’33—Is Junior Seedsman with W. A. Jenkins Manu¬ 

facturing Co., London, Ont. 
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O.A.C. SPORTSFOLXO 
L. G. Vickars 35 

Two Great Coaches 

F. G. BALDWIN 

Director of Athletics and Head 
Rugby Coach 

PROF. BLACKWOOD 

Soccer Coach 

With the closing of the athletic activities of the fall term, the O. 

A. C. has reason to be proud of the enviable position that she occupies 

in intercollegiate sport. Credit for this is due in no small measure to 

Fred G. Baldwin, who, since his appointment as Director of Athletics 

in 1930, has not only built up a great rugby team, but has injected 

his enthusiasm into all branches of physical education at the College. 

When “Baldy” lays out an athletic programme he means business, 

and as a result he receives the loyal support of those who work with 

him. It is not surprising, therefore, to find such men as Professor 

Blackwood the soccer coach and Professor Baker, the basketball mentor, 

producing winning teams every year and to find a spirit among the 

players themselves that was perhaps best demonstrated by the members 
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of the harrier team, who without the aid of a trained coach, were the 

best balanced team at the senior meet. 

To “Baldy" and Prof., whose teams have finished the past season 

trailing clouds of red and blue glory, the Review extends its con¬ 

gratulations on behalf of the students and its best wishes for a 

prosperous new year in the field of sport. 

College Retains Dominion Rugby Title 

Varsity and Loyola Fail to Hold Aggies 

Once out of their group, the Redmen found the road to the 

Dominion Intermediate Intercollegiate Rugby Title a comparatively 

smooth one. The College had a bye into the finals, but when Loyola 

College, the eastern champions, refused to play the Varsity Seconds at 

the time specified by the officials of the Union, O. A. C. surrendered 

their much-needed privilege and met Varsity 

with two of their regulars, Wright and Jen¬ 

nings, on the injured list. The game resulted 

in an 18-7 victory for the College team. 

As the Intermediate O. R. F. U. schedule 

INTERMEDIATE C. I. R. was rather late in finishing this year it was 

U. CHAMPIONSHIP decided not to enter the team in the all Canada 

TROPHY intermediate finals this year. Many critics 

however, gave the College a more than even chance of winning them 

this year. 

Three days later the O. A. C. met Loyola 

in Toronto and outclassed them to the tune of 

38-1. Although many felt sorry for the light 

Loyola squad, there is a certain amount of sat¬ 

isfaction in knowing that their refusal to play 

when ordered to availed them nothing. 

The rugby squad commenced training on September 15 and their 

last game took place on November 25. During the period between 

these dates the men sacrificed a great deal of time and personal comfort 

to give the O. A. C. a name that her students could be proud of. Yet 

when one remembers that at one time only seventeen men were willing 
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to go to Hamilton by bus to support them, one sometimes feels that 

they deserve double credit for carrying on with the spirit they did. 

RESUME OF PLAY-OFF GAMES 

O. A. C. 18—VARSITY 7 

Nov. 22—Proving that the College does not have to rely on 

strategy to beat the much lauded Varsity Seconds, the O. A. C. rugby 

team earned the right to enter the finals by beating the University of 

Toronto intermediate team by the decisive score of 18-7. 

The Aggies were superior to the Blue in every phase of the game 

except for forward passing and with the exception of the early minutes 

of the third quarter in which Varsity made their only bid for victory, 

the O. A. C. had the game well in hand despite the fact that two of 

the regular team were nursing injuries on the bench. 

The victory is not attributable to any outstanding individuals on 

the team although Keith certainly played the best game of his career 

and gave a faultless display of catching. Elliott again gave a fine ex¬ 

hibition of kicking, while Borisuk and Carter were having a game all 

of their own, breaking up the forward passes. On the line, actions 

speak for themselves; any squad which on their own two-yard line 

can hold a powerful team like Varsity for four plays must at least be 

good. It is understood that Varsity is going to equip its team 

with stringless shoes next year so that the College ends will not be 

able to pull off any more “shoe string" tackles. 

Perhaps the most amazing result of this game was the heart-soften¬ 

ing effect it had on Toronto sports writers toward O. A. C. athletics 

in general. More than one paper remarked that the O. A. C. would 

give the Varsity Seniors, this year’s Dominion Champions, a run for 

their money and the Globe went so far as give the College credit for 

winning the Senior Harrier Meet; we hope that this is a bit of prophecy. 

O. A. C. 38—LOYOLA 1 

Nov. 25—Before a large crowd of Alumni, students and Royal 

visitors, the O. A. C. again won the coveted trophy emblematic of 

the Intermediate Intercollegiate Football Championship by subduing 

Loyola College 38-1, in the Varsity stadium. 

It was rather a disappointing game as far as football went as the 

Aggies, having both weight and ability in their favour, were able to 
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completely bottle up their opponents, the losers only making yards 

once when in the fourth quarter they completed a forward pass for a 

gain of eleven yards. Unable to make any gains through or around 

the line, the Easterns were forced to take to the air, but here again 

they were outclassed, Elliott outkicking Shaughnessy by a big margin 

and the forward passing attack only resulting in one completed pass. 

Besides outplaying the Loyola team in line work, the O. A. C. were 

decidedly superior in the backfield where Keith and Carter made a 

number of substantial gains in running back kicks, Keith in one instance 

ran the ball back for a distance of 55 yards to make a touchdown. 

Starting the third period with a score of 11-1, the Aggies really got 

to work, obtaining two singles and a converted touch in the third period, 

while in the fourth they scored three touchdowns, two converts and 

two singles, Carter and Mitchell making the touchdowns. 

COLLEGE OUT OF INTERCOLLEGIATE HOCKEY 

The king is dead—long live the king! Rugby, the monarch of the 

fall season is now but a memory and with the chill grip of winter 

closing around us “the young man’s fancy lightly turns to thoughts 

of hockey.” 

It has been decided by the powers that be that the O. A. C. will 

not participate in the intercollegiate schedule this season. This with¬ 

drawal is due to the fact that the college has but poor facilities for 

practising and although it has been proven that there is a lot of hockey 

talent in the student body, it is rather futile to put the boys on the 

ice against well trained teams and expect them to make a good showing. 

However, if the perennial rumour of artificial ice in Guelph materializes 

next year then 1935 will have a different tale to tell. 

Although the team will not be playing in the intercollegiate circles, 

the Aggies will be represented in the interfaculty schedule and an ex¬ 

tensive inter-year programme has been mapped out by the athletic 

director so there will be plenty of chances for those rabid rooters who 

did such sparton service this fall to don the old fur-lined shoe-strings 

and display their vocal (?) talent in a good cause. 

Another institution that has succumbed to the attack of general 

depression is the annual game with Ann Arbor so now the boys will 

be able to utilize their Christmas vacation studying for the spring 

exams instead of worrying about getting condition for the annual 

Michigan trip. 
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Father Time Collects 

SEVERAL STARS CHECK IN FOR LAST TIME 

Each year graduation takes its toll in the ranks of the O. A. C. 

athletic talent and this coming year will be no exception. The rugby, 

soccer, harrier and track teams, all of which have given outstanding 

performances this year, will suffer in this respect, and although one or 

two of the boys may be back for post graduate work it is only 

fitting that a word of appreciation be extended to those who have 

fought so nobly to “keep the red and blue on top." 

RUGBY 

(left to right) TUFFY FITZGIBBON ’34, SPHINX KEITH ’32, FLASH 

WRIGHT '33, ALF. HALES ’34, POKER MILLS '34 (Captain) 

The rugby team will be the hardest hit as the squad is losing five 

of its veteran players in Keith, Hales, Fitzgibbon, Mills and Wright. 

With Keith’s retirement, the College is losing a “grand old man” 

for he has been playing with the team for six years, the last two years 

being spent in post graduate work in horticulture. We feel that a fitting 

epitath for “Sphinx” would be “Old Aggies never die, they only ‘fade’ 

away.” 

Mills is another man that will be sorely missed. Captain of the 

rugby team, president of Year ’34 and musician par excellence, 

“Poker” establishes the well known fact that rugby players are essential¬ 

ly versatile. 
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“When the roll is called up yonder ’Tuffy’ will be there’’ with the 

habitual grin enlightening his rugged countenance. Fitzgibbon will 

always be remembered as a first-class rugby man and the man that was 

able to sing despite a broken jaw. 

“Alf.” Hales started playing with the red and blue in ’29 and has 

been consistantly “making yards’’ both literally and metaphorically 

since then. “Alf.” is another “Jack-of-all-trades“ being a member of 

of the Students’ Council, winner of the ’33 Purina scholarship, pres¬ 

ident of the College Royal and a member of the meat judging team. 

And last but not least, the College will mourn of the loss of 

“Gord.” Wright, who although not interested in rugby primarily, 

turned out with the squad to get condition for wrestling and incident¬ 

ally found a place among the 1933 champions. We expect to hear 

more from “Gord.” next term in the senior wrestling meet. 

HARRIERS 

The harrier team that gave such a good account of themselves at 

Montreal will be another team that will suffer depletion at the ravaging 

hands of time. 

“Pud” McCarthy, our stellar distance runner and 

general all round athlete will be leaving us in the spring 

and no more will the swimmers, runners and boxers 

hear that time honoured phrase “a different system for 

a different occasion.’’ “Pud,” with his good natured 

advice and theories will be sorely missed. 

Pud McCarthy The track and harrier team will be 

34 hard pressed to find a substitute for 

Powell when they take to the field next fall. Milt 

could always be relied upon to be one of the first to 

stagger in with that optimistic smile spread over his 

countenance. 

The track and tennis teams, although not claiming Mllt Powe11 34 

either the fame or the following of our other fall sports, 

have, nevertheless, made a very creditable showing this year. While 

there is much new material in sight the track squad are bound to miss 

Beldam and Saunders, and Wishart and Aitken will be lost to the tennis 

team. 
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SOCCER 

When the soccer team again dons the 

shorts and sweaters next year, there will be 5 Ho * 

* % k* some gaps to be filled and a lot of new talent 
aKli’* "3s ■/■'-JIl 

will have to be found to fill the shoes of 
fc-vi 

Watt, Cruikshank, Swan and Aitken. 

■ Watt started with the O. A. C. in '27 

iStll » 
but graduated (?) in ’29 to the O. V. C. 

We forgive him this lack of taste, however. 
rfpl* as the college has been able to enjoy his 

iff liT athletic prowess for two extra years. Both is 

Alex Watt, 

O.V.C. 

Amos Cruik- 

shanks ’3 4 

in soccer and wrestling, Watt nas proven 

himself a tower of strength. With the 

graduation of Cruickshank, the College loses 

both an outstanding boxer and a football player of no mean talent. 

"Amos” will always rank among the best soccer players in the memory 

of the college. 

V"' t ■ 

'ill' 

Another soccer star from across the high- 
■ 

way that has materially assisted in helping rflp s 
the College to victory is Swan. Although we 

do not know much about “Spud” we do ■V'l ' 1 m ; W 
know that he was always very much in «ysl 
evidence when the soccer team was in a tight 

,■< M&mmm ,7* 
. 

% 8 ■ I 
P i I ' . 

corner. 
«§a|jp 

A comparative newcomer to the ranks of 

the senior soccer team is “Herb.” Aitken. 

Until this year, “Herb.” played on the 

Spud Swan, 

O.V.C. 

Herb. Aitken 

’34 

the senior 

second team wnere ms excellent work in 

goal played no small part in that team’s 

successes. But to prove that you can’t keep 

a good man down, he spent his final season with 

champions. 

THE SOCCER TITLE DISPUTE 

Although the soccer season has ended, albeit so successfully for us 

—‘‘the evil thereof lives after” and there has been a lot of misunder¬ 

standing on the part of certain disappointed claimants as to the auth¬ 

enticity of our title as Dominion Senior Intercollegiate Soccer Champ¬ 

ions. The truth of the matter is that both Varsity and O. A. C. are 

champions and each team receives the crests appertaining to the titles. 
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It seems that there is no official “Dominion Championship’’ but both 

teams stand on an equal footing as respective champions of their groups 

Senior (Varsity) and Senior “A” (O. A. C.)» however, by virtue of 

their last victory O. A. C. can claim the unofficial title of the Dominion 

Champions. Such are the ramifications of “red tape.’’ 

THE C. I. R. U. TROPHY 

The Intermediate C. I. R. U. cup that is now in our possession 

for the second time was first put into competition in 1906 and has 

been in active service since then except for two periods—the first from 

1914-1918 when the war temporarily put it out of commission and 

again in 1928 when it was “lost" for a year or two at Loyola. 

R. M. C. have won the cup most times, having had eleven champion¬ 

ships to their credit. University of Toronto comes next with five and 

St. Michaels and O. A. C. are tied for third place with two wins 

apiece. Queens, Loyola and Western are the other colleges that have 

their names inscribed, each having had possession of the cup once. 

YEAR ’35 WINS INTER-YEAR RUGBY CHAMPIONSHIP 

After a spell of inclement weather that prohibited football, the 

inter-year rugby schedule was completed, the juniors beating the 

sophomores 8-0. It is interesting' to note that for the last three 

years the championship has been won by the third year and it rather 

looks as though the intermediates must be in some way connected with 

this coincidence. 

The game was an interesting spectacle and although it would not 

have pleased a critical football audience, the determination and fight 

displayed by both teams fully made up for the lack of brilliancy. It 

must be admitted that the juniors got their full share of the “breaks” 

but even so, they were decidedly superior to the sophs and kept the 

second year bottled up in their own half most of the time. 

The third year obtained a touchdown during the second period 

when a forward pass from Strader was run over the line by Bartlett. 

Trenaman converted with a drop kick, a feat that puts him in a class 

by himself. The other two points were accounted for by single kicks 

from Burton. 

Turnbull, Burton, Strader and Bartlett were outstanding for the 

juniors while Acklen, Thorpe and Rotzok played a good game for 

the sophomores. 
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WAITING FOR Students Only 
A STREET CAR 3 Suits Pressed $1.00 

Look at the Suits and Overcoats around you. November is hard on your 
clothes when the air is heavy with soot and moisture. 

Let BAGG Clean It 
49 Quebec St. W. Phone 808 

Suits Made to Measure Satisfaction and Fit Guaranteed 
$18.00 BE MEASURED by an Expert 

C. F. GRIFFENHAM, Manager 

PHOTOS 
i he Ones You Want to Give Your Friends 

The O’Keeffes Studio 
103 Upper Wyndham Street Phone 942 

Carden Street Opp. C. N. R. Station 

COMMERCIAL PRINTERS 

Phone 340 Guelph, Ont. 



R I T Z 
RESTAURANT 

Welcomes 

O. A. C. 

and 

O. V. C. 

STUDENTS 
We will allow 10% to all Students on 

all meals. Special weekly rates. 

Phones 356, 2061, 2860j 

Wilson Equipped 
for Speed and Protection 

On the Rugby fields of leading 
Universities of Colleges, you will 
find the players “Wilson Equip¬ 
ped” from shoes to helmet. 
Wilson Rugby Supplies are built to 
give maximum speed and protection. 
Write for Special Rugby Catalogue. 

THE 

HAROLD A. WILSON 
COMPANY, LIMITED 

229 Yonge St., TORONTO, CAN. 

Smart 

College Clothes 
$ JQ50 

up 

TAILORED TO FIT PERFECTLY 

POWELL’S 
NEW LOCATION—Above Liggett’s Drug Store 



Boom-Chica-Boom Allerebo - Alleribo 

LETS GO GANG 

TO 

The New King Edward Restaurant 
"The Savarin of the City of Guelph 

SOFT GLOW LIGHTING PRIVATE BOOTHS 

Full Course Dinner 30c. and up 

Including 

Cock-tail, soup, bread and butter, meat, potatoes, vegetables, tea, coffee or milk. 
Choice of any dessert. 

Special Breakfast 15c. and up 

Finest Ice Cream Sun- Special after-show lunches 
daes and Sodas Let’s Meet the Gang for college students 

- 0, A, C. - Hi - MacDonald Hall - 

Freshmen Sophomores Kin** Edward” Juni°rs Seniors 
Juniors Seniors . __^_ Homemakers Co-eds 

Where College Spirit Prevails 

GUELPH $ CLEANERS 

40 

Quebec St. 

Dry-Clean the Modem Way- 

Rapid - Modern - Hygenic - Odorless 

Our Clothes Pass the Eye Test 
Special Contract Rates to Students 


